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Abstract

We present a randomized parallel algorithm for con-

structing the 3D convex hull on a generic p-processor

coarse grained multicomputer with arbitrary inter-

connection network and n/p local memory per pro-

cessor, where ~ z p’+’ (for some arbitrarily small

c > O). For any given set of n points in 3-space, the
algorithm computes the 3D convex hull, with high

probability, in 0(w) local computation time

and 0(1 ) communication phases with at most 0(~)

data sent/received by each processor. That is, with

high probability, the algorithm computes the 3D

convex hull of an arbitrary point set in time 0(*

+ I’~,P), where I’~,P denotes the time complexity of
one communication phase.

In the terminology of the BSP model, our algo-
rithm requires, with high probability, O(1) super-

steps and a synchronization period @(%). In

the LogP model, the execution time of our algo-

rithm is asymptotically optimaJ for several archi-
t ect ures.
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1 Introduction

The Model

Since the memory access cost in a parallel machine

is different from that of a uniprocessor, speed up re-

sults for theoretical PRAM algorithms do not nec-

essarily match the speedups observed on real ma-

chines [8] [38]. Valiant attempts to solve this prob-

lem by introducing slackness in the number of pro-

cessors, mapping memory through hash functions,

and routing messages in a pipelined fashion [41].

Given sufficient slackness, this allows PRAM algo-

rithms to be executed optimally on coarse grained

parallel systems. Valiant points out, however, that

one may want to design algorithms that utilize local

computations and minimize global operations [40]

[41]. Gerbessiotis and Valiant [26] describe circum-

stances where PRAM simulations can not be per-

formed efficiently, among others if the factor g is

high. The algorithm presented in this paper con-

siders this case for the 3D convex hull problem.

Several other different models point into the same

direction: Papadimitriou and Yannakakis formu-

late a communication delay model and discuss the

issue of using redundant local computation to avoid

large communication cost [36]. Aggarwal et al. com-

bine communication latency with the PRAM model

[2]. Gibbons suggests a phase PRAM model [23].

The LogP model introduced by Culler, et.al. and

the Cs model by Hambrusch and Khokhar [28] use

the BSP model as a starting point, focus on the

technological trend from fine grained parallel com-

puters toward coarse-grained parallel computers,

and advocate portable parallel algorithm designs

for coarse-grained multiprocessor systems [14]. Ap-

plying Valiant’s method for analysing router effi-

ciency for the implementation time of global oper-

ations, it can be shown that a parallel algorithm for

coarse grained parallel computers can be asymptot-

ically optimally implemented across different par-

allel architectures when the number of global op-
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erations is sufficiently small [40] [41] [20]. These

observation have created some interest in design-

ing coarse grained parallel algorithms with a small

number of communication phases [10], [17], [16],

[18], [19], [30]. The algorithm presented in this pa-

per considers this case for the 3D convex hull prob-

lem and presents an optimal solution on coarse-

grained machines.

The 3D Convex Hull Problem

For the 3-dimensional convex hull problem studied

in this paper, Amato and Preparata [4] give an al-

most work optimaJ deterministic NCl algorithm for

the CREW PRAM. Chow [13] presented algorithms

for the EREW PRAM and for the cube connected cy-

cles interconnection network with distributed mem-

ory. The algorithms need time 0(log3 n) and O(logx

n), respectively. Reif and Sen [37] were the first to
give a time and work optimal randomized algorithm

for the CREW PRAM. Goodrich et. al. [25] adapted

this algorithm for an external memory model with

an array of disks and parallel processors. For higher-

dimensional convex hulls Amato et. al. [3] present

O(log n) time algorithms that use O(n log n+n ld/21 )

work. Dehne et. al. [16] proposed an algorithm for

the coarse grained model. The time complexity is

0(* + 17~,P), with high probability, assuming a

unifo;m point distribution. Under this assumption,

the algorithm performs only a constant number of

communication phase. I’~,P denotes the time com-

plexity of one communication phase with at most

0(~) data sent/received by each processor.

The Results

In this paper we improve considerably on our pre-

vious results in [16] and [19]. We present a ran-

domized parallel algorithm for a p-processor coarse

grained multicomputers with local memories of size

~ > p2+C (c > 0 arbitrarily small) and arbitrary
,P —

interconnection network which computes the con-

vex hull of n arbitrary points in 3-space in time

0( ~l”;z~ +rn,P) 1.
Every processor spends a total local computa-

tion time of O( %). The algorithm uses only

O(1) global communication phases with at most

0(~) data sent/received by each processor.

With respect to [16], the algorithm presented

here allows for an arbitrary input distribution. In

particular, it allows for inputs created by mapping

a 2D Voronoi diagram problem to a 3D convex hull

problem. The techniques used in this paper are

very different from the ones presented in [16] and

1X = b(f(n)), if and only if (Vc > co > 1) prob{X ~

cf(~)} < * where co is a fixed constant and g(c) is a

polynomial in c with g(. ) + m for . + w [33]

[19]. The randomization methods presented are

very different from the ones previously reported,

e.g., in [37] and related papers.
Using Valiant’s terminology for the BSP model

[40], our algorithm requires, wit h high probabil-
ity, only O(1) supersteps and a synchronization pe-

riod L = 0(%). This cannot (at least not

apparently) be achieved by techniques described
in [37, 25] or divide-and-conquer methods. In the

LogP model, the execution time of our algorithm is

O(L + (O + g) ~ + w) [14], which is asymptoti-

cally optimal for several different architectures [40]

[41] [20].
The algorithm presented in this paper is cur-

rently being implemented in MPI, and we expect

to include timing results for different architectures

in the journal version of this paper.
Finally, we note that our algorithm can also be

transformed into an optimal O(log n) time PRAM
algorithm. We include a sketch at the end of this

paper.

2 Outline of the Algorithm

Input: Each processor stores nlp poznts of S.

Output: Each processor, stores a set E, of O(;)

edges of CH(S).

(1)

(2)

Computing a sample convex hull

All processors compute globally a random sam-

ple R c S of size O(;). R is broadcast to all

processors.

Each processor computes the convex hull CH(R).

We can assume w.l. e.g. that the origin lzes in

the intertor of CH(R) and that each face is

a triangle. The points inside CH(R) ar-e re-

moved.

Gomputing the generating sets

Compute p sets S, c S of size 0(~) each,

referred to as the generating sets, such that

for each edge e of the convex hull CH(S) there

exists a set S, which contains both endpoints

of e:

With each ~ace t of CH(R) associate a cone

and a closed halfspace. The cone Ct is de-

fined by the origzn as apex and rays starting at
the origin and passing through the three ver-

tices oft. The closed halfspace H~ is defined

by the plane through t and does not contain
the origin. Let 1<, and T, denote the subsets

of points of S that are not insade CH(R) but

contained in C~ and Ht, respectively. (Note

that I{, and T, contazn the vertices of t).

Each processor p, computes data sets (R,, S,)

of size 0( ~), The sets R, form a partztion of
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(3)

(4)

the set ojfaces of CH(R). Details on how to

obtain the partition will be discussed in Sec -

tton 3.!2. The sets S, are subsets of S, where

s E S, if and only Zj ezther s E Kt for some

face tE R, 01-s ET, for some facet of CH(R)

not in R., that is edge-adjacent to some face

of R, .

Each processor p, computes the convex hull

CH(S, ). The points inside CH(S, ) are re-

moved.

Disconnecting internal edges

Remove all edges connecting a point z ~ CH(S~I

with a point y E S – CH(S):

Each processor p, creates two copzes of each

edge (v, w) of CH(S, ) one with key v and one

with key w. All these edges are sorted globally

with respect to their endpoints.

For each endpoint v and incident edge (v, w)

consider the reduced ray starting at u and pass-

ing through w. The convez hull CH(’Rti) of the

set %?-U of rays induced by the incident edges

of v is computed. The mczdent edges inside

CH(X?V) are removed, and v is removed if v

M mszde CH(’R, ).

Each remammg edge e w sent back to proces-

sor p,, zf e was originally part of CH(S, ).

Selecting the global convex hull edges

in each generating set

Select from the edges remaining after Step s
those edges that are part of CH(S):

(a) each processor p, computes for each tri-

angle t of R, the point of S, with maxzmum

distance to the plane defined by t. We refer

to such a point as a furthest point in S,.

(b) On each processor p, let G, be the sub-

graph of CH(S, ) induced by those edges that

remain ajter Step 3. Each processor p, com-

putes the set E, of edges of G, reachable in

G, from a furthest point in S,.

3 Algorithm Details and Analysis

We will now discuss in more detail the steps out-

lined in the above algorithm and give a probabilistic

analysis. Let k c ~ be a parameter to be deter-

mined later.

3.1 Computing a sample convex hull

We need the following

Lemma 1 [33] Consider a random variable X wzth

binomial distribution. Let n be the number of trials,

each of which is successful with probability q. The

expectation of X ts E(X) = nq.

(a) prob{.~ > cnq} < e-~t’-’~q,q, for. >1

(b) Let ~ z 4 (not necessarily jixed). If ,ij’nq >

cr In(n) for some constant a >0, then X = O(~nq).

We now outline how to select a random sample R C

S of size O! ~). Each processor p, performs a biased

random com flip for each point of S stored at p,,

such that each point is selected with probability ~.

From the above lemma follows that /R1 = b(pk)

and that if k = Q(ln(n)) then the number of points

selected by a processor p, is d(k).

Since we store R at each processor, it is neces-

sary that IRI < O(;). Hence, we obtain

Requirement 1 f2(ln(n)) < k <5

In order to compute the convex hull CH(R) of R

we apply any optimal sequential (0( ~ log2 ~) time)

3D convex hull algorithm [35, 15].

3.2 Computing the generating sets

In Step 2 of the algorithm we compute p subsets S,

of S, such that each edge of the convex hull CH(S)

is generated in the computation of a convex hull

CH(S, ). Before we give an algorithm for comput-

ing the generating sets S,, we show that in Step 2

(at least) all edges of the convex hull CH(S) are

generated.

Lemma 2 Every edge of CH(S) ZS an edge of at

least one CH(S,), 1< i < p.

Proof. Let (v, w) be an edge in CH(S); see Fig-
ure 1. Consider the line 1(v, w) parallel to (v, w)

and contained in the plane defined by v, w and the
origin such that 1(v, w) is tangent to the sample

convex hull CH( R). Recall that the origin lies in-

side CH(R). The line 1(v, w) intersects an edge e of

CH(R) (if it intersects at a vertex we consider any

edge incident to this vertex). Let t’ and t“be the

faces of CH(R) adjacent to e. By construction there

exists at least one R, such that {t’, t“}flR, # 0.

We recall that s E S is in S, if and only if either

s E If-t for some face t c Rt or s c Tt for some face

t of CH(R) not in R, that is edge-adjacent to some

face of R,. Thus, v and w are both in S, and (., w)

is an edge of CH(S, ). ❑

We next discuss how we can construct p gener-

ating sets S,, each containing no more than 0(~)

points of S.

For each face t of CH(R) we can easily compute

IIJ, 1, the number of points in a cone C,, by con-

structing a subdivision hierarchy [2 I] for the con-

vex polyhedron CH(R). On this subdivision hierar-

chy we perform a ray shooting query for each point

s E S, using a ray that starts at the origin and



H(R)

Od

Figure 1: Illustration to the proof of Lemma 2,

passes through s. Each query can be answered in

time O(log \CH(R) 1). The search structure is of size

0(1 CH(R) 1) and can be computed sequentially in

time 0( ICH(R) [). Each point is contained in ex-

actly one cone. Each processor performs the ray

shooting queries for its point set, and the p results

for each of the ~ faces are added after a global sort
J

of the faces.

Lemma 3 (a) FOT any fixed c >5, with probability

at least 1— & there exists no triangle t such that

lTtl 2 C*4

(b) For any fixed c > .5, with probability at least

1 – & there exists no triangle t such that IK,I >

/l+J,

Proof. (a) Consider a fixed c z 5. For some

fixed triangle t, prob{lT, \ = j} < (1 – ~)~ and

prob{l~tl 2 c*} < x~=,cwl prob{lTtl =

j}<(r–c*) (l–$)c*. (n–c9)

((’-4%)’’’(”)<@-c*) e-c’n(n)As
there are less than n3 possible triangles, prob{ there

exists a t with ITGI z c-} < n3 (n — c*)

e –cln(n). The clfim fouow~kfrom n3 (n —C@#)e-cln(n)

<-&*n’-’n 3 (n - c*) ~ .“’(”) + (c-

4)ln(n)+31n(n)+ln (n – c*) ~ cln(n) & c–4

_ &(cln(n) –41n(n)) = c -4<

(b) Follows immediately, since 1<, c Tt for each

face t of CH(R).

❑

It is easy to partition the faces of CH(R) into

p subsets Ra such that for each R,, ~,e~, [Kt] =

0( ~). However, a set Ra from such a partitioning

can have O (pk) edge adj scent faces not in R1 and

can induce a set S’i containing 0((~) logz n) points.

Our construction of the p sets Ra is based on the

following separator theorem:

Lemma 4 [31] Let G be any m-vertex planar graph.

Then the ve~tices of G can be partitioned in three

sets VI, U and V2, such that no edge j’oins a vertex

in VI with a vertex in Vz, neither VI nor VZ have

total size exceeding ~, and separator U contains no,.
more than 2&fi/(1 – ~) vertices. Further-

more VI, U and V2 can be determined sequentially

in time O(m).

Consider the m-vertex dual graph G of CH(R)and

define the cost of a node of G corresponding to a

face t of CH(R) as llf-,l. Note that m == [Rl =

d(pk). In order to partition the vertices of G into

p subsets WI, . . . . W=, we apply the abo~e separator

theorem. We do not use a weighted separator the-

orem. Instead, we recursively apply Lemma 4 until

the total node cost of every subgraph is at most

0( ~). Note that, the cost of each node is O(;). We

obtain less than 2p subproblems and we pa.u them

arbitrarily yielding the sets WI, . . . . WP. Let R,,

1< z < p, be the set of faces of CH(R.)corresponding

to the vertices in W;. Since \K~ I < * for

some constant c, the above recursion scheme con-

tinues for at most 1 = logz p + logz in (n) + log2 c

levels. The number of nodes in separators at the

“th level is bounded by 2’-ldl~, where d =a . .
2fi/(1 – @). The total number of nodes in all

separators obtained in this procedure is bounded bv

Let B be the” multiset of poi;{s ;ontained in sets T,

for faces t corresponding to some separator, count-

ing the multiple presence of points.

The total number Ill] of such points is bounded

nln (7t)./ln (n)
bylBl=O( ~ )

Requirement 2 k > (lln (n)_)2

Choosing k z (21. (n)_)2 , we obtain IBl =

0(~). In time O(log (1RI)) we determine for each
point whether it belongs to B or not. Then, we

determine those points of B which correspond to

the first level separator. These points are assigned

to SC, 1 < 1 < p. The remaining points of B are....,.,
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partitioned into two parts: Those in sets T~ where
t corresponds to a vertex in VI, and those in sets

Tt where t corresponds to a vertex in V2. This

partition can be obtained in O(log (l Ill )) time for

each point in B. Therefore, for each point in B,

the number of operations on each level is O(log n)

and the total number of operations on 1 levels is

0(/[B\ log n), which is O(nlog n). Since each point

of B requires the same number of operations, they

can be distributed over the p processors such that

each processor needs 0(w) operations.

As the level of recursio~ increases from 1 to 1,

the number of adjacent faces decreases geometri-

cally. The number of faces which are edge-adjacent

to a face of CH(.R) in R~ is bounded by ~~.=,

m d=w)l = /i’=mE:=o m
.– 0( ~-) = ~(~). Hence, it follows from
Lemma 3 that

Since it is necessary that Se is of size 0(~) we ob-

t ain

Requirement 3 k~pln2(n).

can be reduced to a two dimensional convex hull

computation. The algorithm first determines a plane

Ha that does not pass through v and intersects all

rays of %L. If there is no such plane Ho, then v

is inside the convex hull CH(’RU )= lR3. Hence, u

is inside CH(S). If such a plane Ho exists, we can

determine the convex hull CH(7?U) by computing

the 2D convex hull of the intersection points of the

rays with Hv.

We perform a sequential algorithm if I%?o I s

0( ~). Otherwise, we reduce the problem to solv-

ing, in parallel, the following linear programming

problem:

Let the plane Ho be defined by equation az +

lJy + cz = d. It passes through v and all vertices WZ

of edges (w, Wi) lie on one side of Ho. Let (ze, ya, z,)

be the coordinates of point w,. This defines the

constraints azt + byc + CZ* ~ d for the vertices Wi

and the function ~(a, b, c) = cm. + by. + Czu — d,

with (zti, YU, zO) as coordinates of vertex v. The

parallel time complexity is 0(” l“:’” + rn,P) with

O(I) communication rounds [19].

Lemma 5 Afier execution of Step 3 the following
holds

(a) No edge of CH(S) is removed.

[b) The edues that are contained in CH(S) form a,,
single connected component which does not contain

ang vertez or edge that is not in CH(S).

Proof. (a) Step 2 removes only edges and vertices

which lie inside the convex hull CH( ‘RU ) of rays in-

cident to a vertex v. Clearly an edge inside CH(7?V)

also lies inside CH(S).

Requirements 1 - 3 hold if ~ ~ p2+’ for any

fixed e >0.

(b) Assume that a vertex not in CH(S) is connected

to a vertex w in CH(S) by some path of edges re-

maining after Step 3. Consider the edge of this path

incident to v. This edge is deleted in Step 3 as it

lies inside CH(%?U ); a contradiction. ❑

3.4 Selecting the global convex hull edges in each

generating set

Figure 2: A set Ri of faces, and the faces which are

edge-adj scent to faces of Ri.

3.3 Disconnecting internal edges

In Step 3 of the algorithm we start removing from

generating sets S, those edges that are not edges of

CH(S).

Amato and Preparata [4] observed that, given a

set of rays %?V in lR3 which all start at vertex v, the

problem of computing their convex hull CH(X?O)

Step 4(a) computes for each triangle t E Ra the

point of Si that has maximal distance to the plane

through t. Such a furthest point is clearly in CH(S).

To determine the furthest points for R~ we use

a subdivision hierarchy [21] for the convex polyhe-

dron CH(S, ). We perform for each plane through

a triangle in R~ a search to determine its tangents

to CH(S, ). The size of the search structure is 0(

ICH(S,)I ) and it can b. constructed sequentially

in time 0( ICH(S; ) 1 ). The sequential search needs

logarithmic time for each triangle. Hence, the time

complexity of Step 4(a) is 0(1 Ri I Iogz IS, l).
In Step 4(b) each processor pi computes the

union of those connected components of Gi that
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contain a furthest point in S,. The sequential time

complexity is O(]G, I) = O(\S, \).

Lemma 6 (’a) Every edge of CH(S) is contained

in at least one set E,, 1 < t < p.

(b) No set E,, 1< z < p, contains an edge that is

not in CH(S).

Proof. (a) Consider an edge (v, w) of CH(S). By

Lemma 2, there exists a set S, such that (v, w) in

CH(S, ). From Lemma 5 it follows that (v, w) is not

deleted in Step 3. Due to the definition of R,, v is

contained in Ht for some tc R,, and CH(S) n HC c

S,. By Lemma 5 and the fact that Ht is a halfspace

it follows that the edges incident to cH(S)nHt form

a connected component. Furthermore, a point in S,

with maximum distance to the plane defined by t

is in CH(S) n Ht. Hence, (v, w) E E,.

(b) Follows immediately from Lemma 5. •I

4 Summary

Lemmas 2, 5 and 6 imply the following

Theorem 1 The convex hull of n points m 3-space

can be computed on a p-processor coarse grained

multicomputer with ~ ~ p2+’, e > 0, in time 6(

~l”jz ~ +rn)P).

By standard duality transform [12] we obtain:

Corollary 1 The Voronoi diagram of a set of n

points in the Euchdean plane can be computed on a

p-processor coarse grained multicomputer with ~ >
P—

P 2+’, c >0, in time 0(n10~2 n + rn,P).

Note that in order to compute the Voronoi di-

agram the algorithm can be simplified. We do not

need Step 4 of the algorithm, as the Voronoi dia-

gram problem is equivalent to a convex hull prob-

lem where all points are vertices of the convex hull.

All internal edges which are produced in Step 2 of

the algorithm are removed in Step 3.

5 A Final Remark

We note that our algorithm can also be transformed
into an optimal C)(log n) time PRAM algorithm

which is considerably simpler than those previously

reported. The following is a sketch of how the 4

steps of our algorithm could also be implemented

on a PRAM with n processors,

1. For a sample size sufficiently small, e.g., pk =

n&, Step 1 can be performed using any O(log n)

time algorithm, e.g. [4].

2.

3.

4.

Step 2 can be implemented by choosing the

parameter p sufficiently small, e.g. p = n’

and k = pc for some constant c > 1 (e.g.

c = 6). Note that p is now only a parameter

for the sample convex hull, not the number

of processors. We apply the planar separator

algorithm of [24]

In Step 3, we solve n 2D convex hull problems

using the method by Amato and Preparata.

Note that, the total size of the n 2D convex

hull problems is O(n) and, thus, the total time

is O(log n) using n processors.

For Step 4, we apply any optimal NC1 con-

nected ~omponen~ ‘d-gorithm- [27][39]
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